Historic theories of speech perception (Motor Theory and Analysis by Synthesis) invoked listeners' knowledge of speech production to explain speech perception. Neuroimaging data show that adult listeners activate motor brain areas during speech perception. In two experiments using magnetoencephalography (MEG), we investigated motor brain activation, as well as auditory brain activation, during discrimination of native and nonnative syllables in infants at two ages that straddle the developmental transition from language-universal to language-specific speech perception. Adults are also tested in Exp. 1. MEG data revealed that 7-moold infants activate auditory (superior temporal) as well as motor brain areas (Broca's area, cerebellum) in response to speech, and equivalently for native and nonnative syllables. However, in 11-and 12-mo-old infants, native speech activates auditory brain areas to a greater degree than nonnative, whereas nonnative speech activates motor brain areas to a greater degree than native speech. This double dissociation in 11-to 12-mo-old infants matches the pattern of results obtained in adult listeners. Our infant data are consistent with Analysis by Synthesis: auditory analysis of speech is coupled with synthesis of the motor plans necessary to produce the speech signal. The findings have implications for: (i) perception-action theories of speech perception, (ii) the impact of "motherese" on early language learning, and (iii) the "social-gating" hypothesis and humans' development of social understanding.
brain imaging | phonetic perception T he development of human language presents a computational puzzle that is arguably among the most challenging in cognitive science. Children the world over acquire their native language in a relatively short time, mastering phonology and grammar via exposure to ambient speech, and producing speech patterns themselves by the age of 1 y that can be deciphered by their parents (1, 2) . Machine-based systems have thus far been unable to learn a language based on acoustic input, although machines improve when "motherese" is used as training material (3, 4) . Understanding the process by which the developing brain encodes language presents a problem of significant interest (5) .
A central phenomenon in infant language development is the transition in phonetic perception that occurs in the second half of the first year of life. At birth and until about 6 mo of age, infants are capable of discriminating the consonants and vowels that make up words universally across languages. Infants discriminate phonetic differences measured behaviorally (6, 7) and neurally (8, 9) , regardless of the language from which the sounds are drawn and the ambient language that infants have experienced. Infants are "citizens of the world." By 12 mo, a perceptual narrowing process has occurred; discrimination of native-language phonetic contrasts has significantly increased but perception of foreign-language speech contrasts shows a steep decline (6, 7, 10) .
What is less clear is the mechanism underlying this initial phonetic learning. Behavioral studies uncovered two processes that affect infant learning, one computational and the other social (11) . Infants' phonetic perception is altered by the distributional frequency of the speech sounds they hear (12, 13) . A social process is also indicated. Infants exposed socially to a new language at 9 mo in play sessions by a live tutor learn to discriminate foreign language sounds at levels equivalent to infants exposed to that language from birth; however, no learning occurs if the same material on the same schedule is presented via video (14, 15) . The fact that social interaction is critical for phonetic learning led to the "social gating" hypothesis, the idea that a social setting provides essential motivational and informational enhancement for language learning in the first year of life (11, 16) .
The Role of Action in Speech Perception
Auditory-evoked potential measures of this developmental change, obtained using event-related potentials (ERPs), reveal the expected change in neural discrimination; by 11 mo of age, the mismatch response (MMR)-a sensitive measure of auditory discrimination (17)-increases for native speech signals and decreases for nonnative speech signals (8) . However, ERP methods cannot identify the cortical generators correlated with this developmental change, and in particular cannot investigate the potential role that motor brain systems play in the developmental transition. The action-perception link has a long history in the speech domain (18; see ref. 19 for discussion), with origins in the writings of von Humboldt (20) , Helmholtz (21) , and de Cordemoy (22) .
In the 1950s, Liberman et al. from Haskins Laboratories proposed a Motor Theory of speech perception, which arguedbased on studies of "categorical perception"-that the perception of speech was accomplished via knowledge of the motor commands that produce speech (23) . Variations on the Motor Theory (e.g., Direct Realism) argued that the perception of speech was accomplished through a direct link between auditory and gestural information (24) .
Enthusiasm for motor theories was tempered in the 1970s by experimental findings on human infants and nonhuman animals (18, 25) . Infants showed an enhanced ability to discriminate Significance Infants discriminate speech sounds universally until 8 mo of age, then native discrimination improves and nonnative discrimination declines. Using magnetoencephalography, we investigate the contribution of auditory and motor brain systems to this developmental transition. We show that 7-mo-old infants activate auditory and motor brain areas similarly for native and nonnative sounds; by 11-12 mo, greater activation in auditory brain areas occurs for native sounds, whereas greater activation in motor brain areas occurs for nonnative sounds, matching the adult pattern. We posit that hearing speech invokes an Analysis by Synthesis process: auditory analysis of speech is coupled with synthesis that predicts the motor plans necessary to produce it. Both brain systems contribute to the developmental transition in infant speech perception.
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sounds at the boundary between two speech categories (categorical perception) in the absence of speech production and regardless of language experience (26) . In response to these findings, Motor Theory was revised to propose that representations of phonetic gestures are innate and universal and do not require speech production experience (27) . However, nonhuman animals tested on the same speech stimuli demonstrated the same boundary phenomenon (28, 29) .
During this period, Massachusetts Institute of Technology scientists Stevens and Halle proposed an alternative theory, one influenced by machine-learning algorithms (30) . This theory, Analysis by Synthesis (AxS), proposed that speech perception involved a dual "hypothesize and test" process. Bottom-up analysis and top-down synthesis jointly and actively constrained perceptual interpretation. On this account, listeners generate an internal model of the motor commands needed to produce the signal: in essence, a "guess" or prediction about the input. This hypothesis, based on listeners' experience producing speech, is tested against incoming data.
A revival of these historical theories occurred in the 1990s because of the influence of neuroscience and machine-learning algorithms. The discovery of mirror neurons in monkey cortex played a role. Data showed cells in monkey F5 (argued to be homologous to Broca's area in humans) that responded to both the execution of motor acts and the visual perception of those acts (31) . This finding led to discussion about the brain systems that underpin humans' exquisite social understanding (32) and language learning (33; but see ref. 34) .
Bayesian frameworks describing "priors" that constrain the interpretation of incoming information began to reference AxS models (35) . The advent of functional MRI (fMRI) enabled experimental investigations of AxS by examining brain activation patterns during speech perception in adult listeners. These studies set the stage for the present investigation, which poses the question of brain activation patterns during speech perception with infants using magnetoencephalography (MEG) technology.
Cortical Speech Motor Areas Activated During Speech Perception: Adult Evidence In adults, phonetic tasks activate left hemisphere areas implicated in speech production, including Broca's, the cerebellum, premotor cortex (PMC), and anterior insula, in addition to auditory brain regions, such as the superior temporal gyrus (STG) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . These data were interpreted as consistent with the idea that speech production experience enables generation of internal motor models of speech, which are compared with incoming sensory data, as envisioned by AxS (41) (42) (43) . Wilson et al. (44) compared fMRI activation under three conditions: passive listening to speech syllables, production of speech syllables, and passive listening to nonspeech. Activation in the ventral PMC occurred in both listening and speaking conditions, and was greatly reduced in response to nonspeech.
In several studies, activation of inferior frontal (IF) areas was associated with nonnative speech perception and learning (41, (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) . Callan et al. (41) , using fMRI, tested a single speech contrast (/r-l/) in adults for whom the contrast was native (English) versus nonnative (Japanese). Callen et al. reported greater activity in auditory areas (STG) when the signal was a native contrast, and greater activity in motor brain areas (Broca's, the PMC, and anterior insula) when the same signal was a nonnative phonetic contrast. In addition, adult studies indicated that audiovisual tests of the McGurk Illusion activate a network of motor areas, including the cerebellum and cortical motor areas involved in planning and executing speech movements (51) .
Taken together, the results of adult studies have been interpreted as support for the idea that, when listening to speech, adults generate internal motor models of speech based on their experience producing it. Several models of adult speech perception integrate this notion, arguing that internal motor models assist perception in a way that is consistent with the AxS conception (41, 51-53).
The Present Study: Posing the Question in Infants Our goal in the present study was to use MEG technology to examine cortical activity in auditory and motor brain areas during native and nonnative speech discrimination in infants. Previous work shows that infants activate motor brain areas in distinct ways when listening to speech as opposed to nonspeech. Imada et al. (54) tested newborns, as well as 6-and 12-mo-old infants, using speech syllables, harmonic tones, and pure tones, examining activation in superior temporal (ST) and IF brain areas. Newborns showed brain activation in ST for all three categories of sounds, but no activation in the IF area. However, at 6-and 12-mo of age, infants' brains showed synchronous activation in the ST and IF areas for speech signals but not for nonspeech signals. Similar activation in Broca's area has been reported in 3-mo-old infants listening to sentences (55) . These studies demonstrate that speech perception activates infants' motor brain areas, but do not explicate their role in infant speech perception.
The key strategy in the present study was to compare brain activation in auditory and motor brain areas for the native vs. nonnative MMR, before and after the developmental change in speech perception. Based on previous data in adults (41) and our own data in infants with ERPs (8), we hypothesized a specific pattern of results: early in development, when perceptual discrimination is universal, infants' MMR responses in auditory and motor brain areas should be similar for native and nonnative speech contrasts. By 12 mo, after the developmental transition, infants' MMR responses in auditory and motor brain systems should show a double dissociation: activation should be greater in auditory brain areas for the native MMR compared with the nonnative MMR, whereas activation should be greater in motor brain areas for the nonnative MMR compared with the native MMR. The pattern in 12-mo-olds was expected to match that of adult listeners.
We report two MEG studies. Both studies tested infants at two ages that bracket the developmental transition in speech perception. The studies used different sets of native and nonnative syllables, different MEG facilities, and different methods of MEG data analysis to provide a rigorous test of the hypothesis. Both MEG studies used infant head models developed in our laboratory to improve localization of activity in the infant brain (56) . Exp. 1 additionally examined the pattern of activation for native and nonnative MMR responses in adult listeners.
Experiment 1
Introduction. The goal of Exp. 1 was to examine neural activation in auditory (ST) and motor (IF) brain areas during native and nonnative phonetic discrimination. We examined brain activation at three ages (7 mo, 11 mo, and adulthood), focusing on differences in neural activation for the native vs. nonnative MMRs indicating phonetic discrimination.
Methods. Subjects. Twenty-five 7-mo-old and 24 11-mo-old English-learning infants, and 14 English native-speaking adults participated in the experiment. Infants had no reported hearing problems and no history of ear infections. Adults reported having no hearing or neurological problems. The mean age and SD for the three age groups, after rejection (see below), were as follows: 222.4 ± 3.8 d for 7 infants aged 7 mo, 328.4 ± 6.4 d for 10 infants aged 11 mo, and 26.6 ± 3.8 y for 10 adult subjects. Written informed consent in accordance with the Human Subjects Division at the University of Washington was obtained from the parents and from adult participants. Stimuli. Rivera-Gaxiola et al. (8) created three sounds for use in a double-oddball paradigm. This paradigm uses a phonetic unit common to English and Spanish as the standard sound, and two deviant sounds, one exclusive to English and the other to Spanish. A voiceless alveolar unaspirated stop, common to English and Spanish (perceived as /da/ in English and /ta/ in Spanish) served as the standard sound; a voiceless aspirated alveolar stop exclusive to English (/t h a/) served as the English deviant sound; a prevoiced alveolar stop exclusive to Spanish (/da/) served as the Spanish deviant sound. The stimulus duration was 230 ms for all stimuli. Mean intensity was adjusted to 65 dBA at the infant's ear and to a comfortable level for adults. Stimulus presentation. The auditory stimuli were delivered to infants via a flat panel speaker (Right-EAR), positioned 2 m from the infant's face and to adults' right ear by a plastic tube connected to an earphone (Nicolet Biomedical). The interstimulus interval was 700 ms onset-to-onset for adults and 1,200 ms onset-to-onset for infants, consistent with the interstimulus intervals used in previous infant experiments (8, 57) . Experimental paradigm. The standard speech sound was presented on 80% of the trials, and the two deviant speech sounds were each presented on 10% of the trials. Presentation format was pseudorandom; no more than three standards in a row could be presented. Experimental procedure. Adult participants watched a silent video during the MEG measurement. Infants were prepared for testing outside the magnetically shielded room (MSR) while an assistant who waved silent toys entertained them. During the preparation phase, we placed a lightweight soft nylon cap containing four coils on the infant's head; the coils were used to track the infant's head during recordings. Once prepared, infants were placed in a custom-made chair that was adjustable in height as well as forward and backward. The adjustable chair made it easy to place infants ranging in height and weight in the dewar in an optimal position for MEG recording. All infants were highly alert during the recording because the assistant continued to wave silent toys in front of the infant and use a silent video to entertain them throughout the 20-min session. Infants' head movements were variable throughout the session, but the headtracking software allowed us to either calibrate for movement or reject epochs in the preprocessing stage, as described below. MEG measurement. A whole-head MEG system (Elekta-Neuromag) with 306 superconducting quantum interference device sensors, situated in a MSR at the University of Washington Institute for Learning and Brain Sciences (I-LABS), was used. MEG recorded the brain magnetic responses to each of the three speech sounds every 1.0 ms, with antialiasing low-pass (330 Hz cut-off) and highpass (0.1 Hz cut-off) filters for adult subjects, and every 0.5 ms, with antialiasing low-pass (660 Hz cut-off) and a high-pass (0.03 Hz cut-off) filters for the infant subjects. Real-time head-position tracking was performed for infants by recording the magnetic fields produced by four head coils installed in a soft close-fitting cap. To offline localize the head-coil positions, weak sinusoidal signals with high frequencies (293, 307, 314, or 321 Hz) were applied every 200 ms to the head coils during measurement. Localization of the head coils enabled us to estimate the infant's head position and orientation with respect to the sensor array coordinate system, which made it possible to recalculate and obtain the magnetic fields virtually, as though they originated from a stable head position at the origin of the MEG sensor array coordinate system.
MEG data analysis.
Preprocessing. Because we used the active shielding equipment in the MSR, we first applied MaxFilter software (Elekta-Neuromag) or the signal space separation (SSS) algorithm (58) to all of the raw MEG data. Second, we applied the temporal SSS (tSSS) procedure to all of the results from the basic SSS. Third, we applied the movement compensation algorithm, implemented in MaxFilter, to the results tSSS obtained (infants only). Adult subjects remained still in the MEG during measurement and no movement compensation was necessary.
Rejection and averaging. Epochs were rejected when MaxFilter could not locate the infant's head position or orientation, or the peak-to-peak MEG amplitude was over 6.0 pT/cm (gradiometer) or 6.0 pT (magnetometer) for the adults and 8.0 pT/cm (gradiometer) for the infants. After rejecting epochs by these criteria, we further rejected participants if they had fewer than 40 (infants) or 80 (adults) acceptable epochs for averaging. Epochs in response to the standard immediately before the deviants were averaged separately for each subject after the peak-to-peak amplitude rejection was performed.
Filters and baseline. After averaging, the low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency of 20 Hz was applied to all of the data and then the DC-offset during the baseline range from 100 ms before the stimulus onset to 0 ms was removed.
Minimum norm estimate. We used the minimum norm estimation (MNE) method (59) , with a spherical brain model, to obtain the neural currents that produced the measured magnetic responses. For the adults, the sphere was approximated to each subject's brain images obtained by the 3.0T MRI system (Philips). For the infants, the sphere was fit to a standardized 6-mo-old infant brain template, created by I-LABS using 60 infant brains (56) , which has a Montreal Neurological Institute-like head coordinate system (McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada). MNE currents were calculated at 102 predetermined points on the approximated sphere from the MEG data at 102 gradiometer pairs. The MMR was calculated by subtracting the response (MNE currents) to the standard stimulus immediately before each of the corresponding two deviant stimuli, separately: these were defined as the native (English) MMR and the nonnative (Spanish) MMR. Following conventional MMR analyses, we compared the maximum peak magnitudes of the MNE current waveforms, between the language conditions, within the predetermined latency ranges and within the four predetermined regions of interest. The latency ranges were between 140 and 250 ms for the adults (60) and between 140 and 500 ms for the infants, reflecting data from our previous ERP studies using these same stimuli (8, 15) . The MNE neural current magnitude was determined at each MNE current location at each sampling point. The four predetermined regions of interest were the left and right ST regions, and the left and right IF regions.
Results. The mean MEG waveforms for each age in response to the native (English) and nonnative (Spanish) deviants, averaged across all subjects, indicate high-quality MEG recordings for all ages, including infants. Fig. 1 provides representative data in the form of magnified waveforms over the left and right IF regions (Fig. 1, red circle) and the left and right ST regions (Fig. 1 , green circle) in 7-mo-old infants (Fig. 1A) , 11-mo-old (Fig. 1B) infants, and adults (Fig. 1C) ; the waveforms are averaged across all participants showing responses to the native (English) (Fig. 1 , Middle) and nonnative (Spanish) (Fig. 1, Bottom) deviants.
MNE current magnitudes were normalized by the mean baseline noise for further analyses. We compared the maximum peak magnitudes of the MNE neural current waveforms across four conditions: Age (7 mo, 11 mo, adult), Language (native English, nonnative Spanish), Hemisphere (left, right), and Region (ST, IF). A four-way (3 × 2 × 2 × 2) repeatedmeasures ANOVA examined the effects of Age, Language, Hemisphere, and Region. The results revealed two significant main effects: Age, F(2,24) = 6.005, P = 0.008, and Region, F(1,24) = 5.479, P = 0.028 ( Fig. 2A) , as well as a significant interaction, Language × Region, F(1,24) = 6.194, P = 0.020 (Fig. 2B) .
There was no three-way interaction between Language, Region, and Age, perhaps because of amplitude differences across Age unrelated to our hypothesis. We conducted post hoc comparisons to test the hypothesis of developmental change in brain activation for the native vs. nonnative MMRs. The probability values obtained from the post hoc tests were Bonferronicorrected.
We directly compared 11-mo-old infants and adults to assess the hypothesis that both groups exhibit the interaction between language and brain region (Fig. 2B) . As predicted, analysis of 11-mo-old infants and adults revealed a significant Age main effect, F(1,18) = 8.996, P = 0.023 (corrected), as well as a significant interaction, Language × Region, F(1,18) = 8.569, P = 0.027 (corrected). We also directly compared the 7-and 11-mo-old infants, and directly compared the 7-mo-old infants to adults. The results were as expected. Comparison of 7-and 11-mo-old infants revealed no significant main effects or significant interactions. Tests comparing the 7-mo-old infants to adults showed significant Age main effects, F(1,15) = 8.134, P = 0.036 (corrected), but no significant interaction. Our results indicate that in 12-mo-old infants and in adults, discrimination of native syllables evokes greater activation in the ST compared with nonnative syllables, whereas discrimination of nonnative syllables evokes greater activation in the IF compared with native syllables (Fig. 2B ). This pattern is not shown at the age of 7 mo.
Discussion of Exp. 1
In Exp. 1, two groups of infants straddling the transition from a universal to a language-specific form of phonetic perception, along with a group of adults, were tested on native and nonnative phonetic discrimination. The goal of the experiment was twofold: first, we tested the hypothesis that early in development speech activates not only cortical areas related to auditory perception, but also motor cortical areas. Second, we tested the hypothesis of developmental change: at 7 mo of age we expected equivalent activation for native and nonnative contrasts, but by the end of the first year we expected native and nonnative speech to activate auditory and motor brain areas differentially, with native activation greater than nonnative in auditory brain areas, and nonnative activation greater than native in motor brain areas, a pattern that would match that shown in adults.
Our results provided support for both hypotheses. At both ages, the IF area is activated in response to speech, supporting our first hypothesis. Moreover, at 7 mo infants' MMRs for native and nonnative contrasts were equivalent in auditory areas and also equivalent in motor brain areas, whereas at 11 mo of age, infants demonstrated the double dissociation we predicted: greater activation in auditory areas for native speech and greater activation in motor brain areas for nonnative speech, matching the pattern we obtained in adults.
Exp. 1's results suggest that brain activation patterns in response to speech change with language experience in both auditory and motor brain areas. We sought to replicate and extend this pattern of results in Exp. 2.
Experiment 2
Introduction. To validate Exp. 1's findings, we used a new set of native and nonnative speech stimuli and different MEG analysis methods. We examined the posterior ST and an expanded set of motor brain areas: Broca's, cerebellum, precentral gyrus, and left precentral sulcus. Adult data implicate these areas in speech processing (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (61) (62) (63) . We were especially interested in the cerebellum because our recent whole-brain voxel-based morphometry study demonstrated that concentrations of white-and gray-matter in cerebellar areas at 7 mo predict infants' language development at 1 y of age (64). Methods. Subjects. Thirty-two Finnish-learning infants were tested at two ages, 7 and 12 mo. The mean age and SD for each group, after rejection, were 219 ± 39 d for eight 7-mo-old infants and 376 ± 60 d for eight 12-mo-old infants. Written informed consent in accordance with the Research Ethics Boards of BioMag Laboratory at Helsinki University Central Hospital and University of Washington was obtained from the parent. Stimuli. Two sets of computer-synthesized syllables were used, one native (Finnish alveolar stop /pa/ and /ta/ syllables) and one nonnative (Mandarin Chinese alveolo-palatal affricate /tc h i/ and fricative /ci/ syllables). Both the Finnish tokens (57) and the Mandarin Chinese (9, 14, 57) were used in our previous infant experiments. Stimulus presentation. Stimulus presentation was identical to Exp. 1. Experimental paradigm. As in Exp. 1, the oddball paradigm was used, but native and nonnative contrasts were tested separately in counterbalanced order. The standard stimulus was presented on 85% of the trials and the deviant stimulus on 15% of the trials. For the native stimuli, /ta/ served as the standard and /pa/ the deviant; for the nonnative stimuli, /tc h i/ served as the standard and /ci/ the deviant. Experimental procedure. The experimental procedure was identical to that described for Exp. 1. MEG measurement. An MEG system identical to that used in Exp. 1, installed at the BioMag Laboratory at Helsinki University Central Hospital, recorded the brain magnetic responses to the native and nonnative phonetic contrasts. MEG signals were continuously recorded with a band-pass filter of 0.01-172 Hz and sampled at 600 Hz. We used the same head-tracking system as in Exp. 1.
MEG data analysis.
Preprocessing. All raw MEG data were preprocessed using SSS, further band-pass filtering (1-20 Hz), automatic cardiac and eye blink artifact suppression using signal space projection, followed by tSSS and head movement compensation transformed to the mean head position to minimize reconstruction error (58, 65) . Preprocessing was done using in-house Matlab software and MaxFilter.
Rejection and averaging. Epochs were rejected when MaxFilter could not locate the infant's head position or orientation, or when the peak-to-peak MEG amplitude was over 1.5 pT/cm (gradiometer). We rejected participants if they had fewer than 30 accepted epochs. Epochs in response to the native and nonnative deviants and the standards immediately before the deviants were averaged separately for each subject. Single trials were baselinecorrected by subtracting the mean value of the prestimulus time period: -100 to 0 ms.
Anatomical and forward modeling. A volumetric template source space with grid spacing of 5 mm was constructed from the Freesurfer segmentation of an infant average MRI created from 123 healthy typically developing 12-mo-old infants using procedures described by Akiyama et al. (56) . This template included a total of 4,425 source points distributed throughout the cortex, the cerebellum, and subcortical structures. Forward modeling was done using the Boundary Element Method (BEM) isolatedskull approach with inner skull surface extracted from the average MRI (59) . Both the source space and the BEM surface were aligned and scaled to optimally fit each subject's digitized head points using the head model's scalp surface. All modeling was done with in-house Matlab software, except for the MRI segmentation/parcellation, which used Freesurfer (66) , and the forward model, which was created with the MNE-C Suite (67) .
Source analysis. Source analysis was done with the sLORETA inverse algorithm without dipole orientation constraints, with a fixed signal-to-noise ratio of 3, and using only the gradiometers (68) . The single trial noise covariance was computed from the prestimulus time period of all accepted single trials (including all standards and deviants), regularized by adding 0.1 the mean gradiometer variance to the diagonal elements, divided by the effective number of averages, and used to compute a spatial whitening operator (67) . At each source and time point, the three-dipole components of the standard source activity estimate were subtracted from the deviant one, and the modulus of the vector was taken. The resulting rectified source time series for each source point was then transformed to a prestimulus-based z-score by subtracting its mean baseline and dividing by its baseline SD. Activity waveforms from source points belonging to each region of interest (ROI) were averaged to obtain the single ROI waveforms, and these were z-score-nomalized. The ROI waveforms for each subject were then temporally smoothed using a 20-ms moving average window.
Statistical analysis. Nonparametric testing was performed for the hypotheses that native and nonnative MMRs were greater than their prestimulus baseline, and that the native and nonnative MMRs were significantly different. Anatomically defined ROIs were selected based on their role in speech perception and production as done in independent analysis (69, 70) . The lefthemisphere ROIs examined were: ST, Broca's area, the cerebellum, precentral gyrus, and the superior and inferior parts of the left precentral sulcus. All hypotheses were tested in the 50-to 700-ms poststimulus time window, but tests on the native minus nonnative MMR in ST produced no significant clusters after multiple comparison correction. A 200-to 220-ms window in ST obtained significant results.
Family-wise error rate (FWER) control for the multiple hypotheses tested across time was performed using permutationbased temporal cluster-level inference using the maximum mass statistic (71) . The t values within the time window of analysis were thresholded at positive and negative t values corresponding to a primary threshold of P < 0.05, thereby obtaining suprathreshold positive and negative temporal clusters. Thus, each temporal cluster consisted of a sequence of consecutive suprathreshold t values. For tests relative to baseline, regularized t values were computed by adding a small positive scalar to the SDs (72). The mass (i.e., the sum of t values within a cluster) was computed for each temporal cluster. The maximum mass statistic of the true labeling and all of the sign permuted relabelings was used to form the empirical permutation distribution. Temporal clusters with a mass larger or smaller than the 97.5 or 2.5 percentiles of their corresponding permutation distribution were significant at P < 0.05, FWER-corrected. Exact corrected P values for all temporal clusters were computed from the permutation distributions. All source and statistical analyses were performed using in-house Matlab software.
Results. Fig. 3 displays the native and nonnative mean z-score MMR waveforms and the difference between them for the 7-and 12-mo-old groups in the left ST (Fig. 3A) , Broca's area (Fig. 3B) , and cerebellar cortex (Fig. 3C ). Positive and negative SEs are shown as shaded regions (transparent, color-matched). The first two image strips below the mean waveforms show the significant temporal clusters (P < 0.05, FWER-corrected) relative to baseline for the native and the nonnative contrasts, and the third strip shows the significant temporal clusters in the native minus nonnative contrast. Temporal clusters are shown as contiguous time periods with uncorrected suprathreshold t values. Nonsignificant temporal clusters are not shown.
Results show that 12-mo-old infants' native MMR was significantly larger than the nonnative MMR in the ST region, and that infants' nonnative MMR was significantly larger than the native MMR in Broca's area and in the cerebellum. As predicted, the 7-mo-old infants had no significant temporal clusters for the native minus nonnative contrast. For both the 7-and 12-mo-old infants, no significant differences were found in the precentral gyrus and sulcus.
MEG data across brain areas indicate a progression in the timing of significant differences in the native minus nonnative MMRs at 12 mo of age (Fig. 3, red circled areas) . Differences occurred first in a temporal cluster in the ST with a latency of 206-215 ms (P = 0.043, corrected), followed by a temporal cluster in Broca's area at a latency of 223-265 (P = 0.035, corrected) with another at 608-681 ms (P = 0.012, corrected), and finally, in a significant temporal cluster in cerebellar cortex at 393-476 ms (P = 0.02, corrected).
Discussion of Exp. 2
Exp. 2 was designed to confirm and extend Exp. 1's findings on infants' brain responses to speech in auditory and motor brain areas. A new set of native and nonnative syllables, a new population of infants, and different MEG analysis methods were used. We tested a broader range of cortical areas involved in motor control than were tested in Exp. 1.
Exp. 2 replicated Exp. 1's findings of a developmental change in response to speech in both auditory and motor brain areas. By 12 mo of age, the native MMR is larger than the nonnative MMR in auditory cortex (ST), whereas the nonnative MMR is larger than the native MMR in motor brain areas (Broca's and the cerebellum). These response patterns in auditory and motor brain areas emerge between 7 and 12 mo. At 7 mo, native vs. nonnative MMRs do not differ in either auditory or motor brain areas.
Exp. 2 thus provides further evidence that in infants, by the end of the first year of life, a double dissociation occurs: activation in auditory brain areas is greater for native speech, whereas activation in motor brain areas is greater for nonnative speech.
General Discussion
The present studies focused on the earliest phases of language learning: infants' early transition in phonetic perception. Speech perception begins as a universal phenomenon wherein infants discriminate all phonetic contrasts in the world's languages. By the end of the first year, perception becomes more specialized. Foreign language phonetic contrasts that were discriminated earlier are no longer discriminated and native speech perception improves significantly over the same period.
The present studies focused on infants' brain responses to speech to examine cortical activation patterns that underlie the transition in infant speech perception. We used MEG technology with infants who straddled the transition in perception, testing 7-and 11-mo-old infants and adults in Exp. 1, and 7-and 12-moold infants in Exp. 2. Auditory (ST) as well as motor brain areas (inferior frontal in Exp. 1; Broca's, cerebellar, motor, and premotor areas in Exp. 2) were studied. We compared the discriminatory mismatch responses for native and nonnative phonetic contrasts, hypothesizing that at the earliest age tested, auditory as well as motor brain areas would be activated by hearing speech, and at 7 mo of age, activated equivalently for native and nonnative contrasts. A developmental change was predicted in 11-to 12-mo-old infants; we hypothesized that activation in the ST brain area would be greater for native as opposed to nonnative speech, whereas activation in Broca's area and the cerebellum would be greater for nonnative as opposed to native speech. We expected the pattern in infants at 1 y of age to match that obtained in adult listeners.
The results of Exps. 1 and 2 support these hypotheses. In both experiments, 7-mo-old infants respond equivalently to native and nonnative contrasts in both auditory and motor brain areas. Moreover, by the end of the first year, infants' brain responses show a double dissociation: activation for native stimuli exceeds that for nonnative in auditory (ST) brain areas and activation for nonnative stimuli exceeds that for native in motor brain areas (IF in Exp. 1; Broca's and the cerebellum in Exp. 2).
Two key points related to these findings advance our understanding of infant speech processing, and raise additional questions. First, at the earliest age tested (7 mo of age), both native and nonnative speech activate motor brain areas, and equivalently. Thus, the activation of motor brain areas in response to speech at 7 mo of age is not limited to sounds that infants hear in ambient language. At this early age, infants' motor brain areas appear to be reacting to all sounds with speech-like qualities.
This result raises a question: How are infants capable of creating motor models for speech, and when in development might they begin to do so? Our working hypothesis is that infants are capable of creating internal motor models of speech from the earliest point in development at which their utterances resemble the fully resonant nuclei that characterize speech, which occurs at 12 wk of age. By 20 wk, experimental evidence indicates that infants imitate pitch patterns (73) and vowel sounds (74) . We argue that speech production experience in the early months of life yields a nascent auditory-articulatory map, one with properties of an emergent "schema" that goes beyond specific actionsound pairings to specify generative rules relating articulatory movements to sound. This emerging auditory-articulatory map is likely abstract, but allows infants to generate internal motor models when perceiving sounds with speech-like qualities, regardless of whether they have experienced the specific sounds or not. Thus, we posit that infants' nascent speech motor experience is the catalyst-a "prior"-for the effects observed in the present experiments. Future MEG studies can manipulate the speech stimuli to test whether infants' speech production experience is an essential component of the motor brain activation we observed.
Second, our data demonstrate developmental change. By the end of the first year, infants' auditory and motor brain areas pattern differently for native and nonnative sounds. Auditory areas show greater activation for native sounds, whereas motor areas show greater activation for nonnative sounds, suggesting that these two brain systems are coding different kinds of information in response to speech. We offer the following tentative explanation: Hearing native speech throughout the first year increases infants' auditory sensitivity to native speech-sound differences, and strengthens sensory-motor pairings, as incoming auditory representations of native speech are linked to internally generated speech motor models based on infants' prior speech production experience. Language experience would thus serve to strengthen knowledge of native-language speech, both perceptual and motor. By the end of the first year, the emergent schema relating speech motor movements to sound would describe native speech more accurately than nonnative speech, making it more difficult and less efficient to generate internal models for nonnative speech. Hence, our finding that nonnative speech elicits greater cortical activation (indicating greater effort) in Broca's area and the cerebellum than native speech.
Our results suggest that motor brain areas play a role in speech learning, one we believe is consistent with an AxS view. In what follows, we develop this position and its implications by discussing three points: (i) perception-action theories of developmental speech perception, (ii) the impact of motherese on language learning, and (iii) the social-gating hypothesis and the development of human social understanding.
Perception-Action Theories of Developmental Speech Perception.
Early theories of speech perception incorporated knowledge of speech production. The Motor Theory held that innate knowledge of speech gestures mediated the auditory perception of speech, even in infants (27) . Analysis by Synthesis incorporated listeners' motor knowledge in speech perception as a "prior," and argued that speech production experience enabled listeners to generate internal motor models of speech that served as hypotheses to be tested against incoming sensory data (30).
Early models of developmental speech perception, such as our Native Language Neural Commitment concept (1), described a process of "neural commitment" to the auditory patterns of native speech. Revisions in the model, named Native Language Magnet-Expanded (NLM-e), described emergent links between speech perception and production (9) . The present data will allow further refinement of the model by suggesting how speech perception and speech production become linked early in development: infants' brains respond to hearing speech by activating motor brain areas, coregistering perceptual experience and motor brain patterns. Given 20-wk-old infants' abilities to imitate vowels in laboratory tests by generating vocalizations that acoustically and perceptually correspond to the ones they hear (74), we posit that infants use prior speech production experience to generate internal motor models of speech as they listen to us talk.
To our knowledge, the present data suggest, for the first time, a developmental theory that refines previous theory by incorporating infants' nascent speech production skills in speech perception learning. On this view, both auditory and motor components contribute to the developmental transition in speech perception that occurs at the end of the first year of life.
The Impact of "Motherese" on Language Acquisition. Work in this laboratory has emphasized the role of language input to infants, especially the role of motherese, the acoustically exaggerated, clear speech produced by adults when they address young infants (75) . Our most recent work in this arena recorded the entirety of infants' auditory experience at home over several days and demonstrated that two factors in language addressed to 11-and 14-mo-old infants predicted infants' concurrent babbling and their future language performance: (i) the prevalence a motherese speech style in speech directed to infants, and (ii) the prevalence of one-on-one (vs. group) linguistic interactions between adult and child (76) . Based on the present study's results, we speculate that motherese speech, with its exaggerated acoustic and articulatory features, particularly in one-on-one settings, enhances the activation of motor brain areas and the generation of internal motor models of speech. The present experiment used synthesized (standard) speech and infants were not in face-to-face interaction; infants instead heard speech via a loudspeaker. Future MEG experiments can manipulate these factors to test the idea that motherese, especially in face-to-face mode, alters motor brain activation in infants.
The "Social-Gating" Hypothesis and Human Social Understanding. In the last decade we described a social-gating hypothesis regarding early speech learning to account for the potent effects of social interaction on language learning (16) . We demonstrated dramatic differences in foreign-language learning under social and nonsocial conditions: when 9-mo-old infants are exposed to a novel language during human social interaction versus exposure to the same material via television, phonetic learning is robust for infants exposed to live tutors and nonexistent via television (14) . We argue that social interaction improves language learning by motivating infants via the reward systems of the brain (77) and by providing information not available in the absence of social interaction (11) .
Theories of social understanding in adults (32) and infants (78) suggest that humans evolved brain mechanisms to detect and interpret humans' actions, behaviors, movements, and sounds. The present data contribute to these views by demonstrating that auditory speech activates motor areas in the infant brain. Motor brain activation in response to others' communicative signals could assist broader development of social understanding in humans.
Our findings offer an opportunity to test children with developmental disabilities, such as autism spectrum disorder (79, 80) , whose social and language deficits are potentially associated with a decreased ability to activate motor brain systems in response to human signals.
Future imaging studies using infant MEG will allow us to test younger infants to determine the role of speech production experience, and target key brain areas argued to be involved in the interface between sensory and motor representations for speech (e.g., inferior parietal lobe) (81) . MEG makes it possible to chart the developmental time course of activation in these areas very precisely. The use of causality analyses will help us build causal models of these processes in young infants.
Early theorists envisioned a potential role for motor systems in perceptual speech processing (23, 30) . Developmental neuroscience studies using MEG now allow us to test formative hypotheses regarding human speech and its development. The present study illustrates a growing interdisciplinary influence among scientists in psychology, machine learning, and neuroscience (82) , as foreshadowed by the concept of analysis by synthesis (30) .
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